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Think Big Think Dirty
Mayor Foti is accused of killing his predecessor by a veteran journalist whom he desperately
wants dead. He hires assassins to kill the journalist only for the assassins to kill his own son
instead. As a consummate embezzler of public funds, Mayor Foti is determined to be filthy rich
and above the law. He sends his other son to Germany to assist with siphoning abroad of stolen
money. For how long will Mayor Foti have the last laugh? Heavy drinking and a cardiac arrest are
waiting round the corner. Whom for? Here indeed is a dirty game!
Based on the life of the author's mother and grandmother, follows widow Lou Crandall through joy
and sorrow as she struggles to raise her twelve children during the years of the Great
Depression and Dust Bowl Era.
Every 3rd issue is a quarterly cumulation.
The most dangerous move in business is the failure to make a move. Global business celebrity and
prime-time Bloomberg Television host, Jeffrey W. Hayzlett empowers business leaders to tie their
visions to actions, advancing themselves past competitors and closer to their business dream.
Drawing upon his own business back stories including his time as CMO of Kodak and sharing
examples from the many leaders featured on “The C-Suite with Jeff Hayzlett,” Hayzlett imparts
ten core lessons that dare readers to own who they are as a leader and/or company, define where
they want to go, and fearlessly do what it takes to get there—caring less about conventional
wisdom, re-framing limitations, and steamrolling obstacles as they go.
Why Serial Innovators Succeed Where Others Fail
The Dirty Girls Social Club
Dirty Secrets
The Yellow God, an Idol of Africa
Time
The Dirty Nose Series
The author explains how he eventually became a compulsive gambler, describes its effects on his life, and recounts his eventual cure
Traditionally, terrorist bands operating in rural or urban areas use vio lence to cast themselves as a legitimate political force.
Necklacing, plac ing an oil-soaked tire around the neck of an informer and then igniting it, and knee-capping, positioning a handgun
behind the kneecap of a "tout" (a police informer) and then squeezing the trigger, are among the enforcement methods used by
clandestine groups to administer "revo lutionary justice." Necklacing is used by the African National Con gress (A.N.C.). Knee-capping
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is a traditional Irish Republican Army (I. R. A.) tactic. Governments frequently lend credibility to the terrorists' claim of legitimacy by
not implementing measures intended to extirpate them. Frequently, democratic societies fear that rigid control measures pose a threat
to civil liberties. Reluctant to move, a democracy is often ham strung by terrorists bent on manipulating its values. A media campaign,
intended to mobilize public opinion against the terrorists and garner mass support for the government and its control measures, is the
linchpin of any antiterrorist campaign. Centralized intelligence-gathering is another essential component. Terrorism, when it becomes a
regular campaign of bombings and other atrocities, is no longer a problem for just the police and the army. The entire society is
affected. For example, all groups comprising the multi ethnic popu- vii viii PREFACE tion of Sri Lanka and South Africa are presently
exposed to the terror ist threat.
As the economic reforms of the mid-1980s begin to take their toll on New Zealand’s most vulnerable, Gina Tully, manager of Happy
World hotel—a down-and-out residential hotel filled with rascals and eccentrics—must reconcile her social conscience with her need to
keep her job. Emerging from this story about the downtrodden and disadvantaged is a celebration of human resilience that reminds us
of the importance of intimacy and compassion.
It officially began on February 28, 2006, when a handful of protesters from the nearby Six Nations reserve walked onto Douglas Creek
Estates, then a residential subdivision under construction, and blocked workers from entering. Over the course of the spring and
summer of that first year, the criminal actions of the occupiers included throwing a vehicle over an overpass, the burning down of a
hydro transformer which caused a three-day blackout, the torching of a bridge and the hijacking of a police vehicle. During the very
worst period, ordinary residents living near the site had to pass through native barricades, show native-issued "passports", and were
occasionally threatened with body searches and routinely subjected to threats. Much of this lawless conduct occurred under the noses
of the Ontario Provincial Police, who, often against their own best instincts, stood by and watched: They too had been intimidated.
Arrests, where they were made, weren't made contemporaneously, but weeks or monthlater. The result was to embolden the occupiers
and render non-native citizens vulnerable and afraid. Eighteen months after the occupation began, a home builder named Sam
Gualtieri, working on the house he was giving his daughter as a wedding present, was attacked by protesters and beaten so badly he
will never fully recover from his injuries. The occupation is now in its fifth year. Throughout, Christie Blatchford has been observing,
interviewing, and investigating with the tenacity that has made her both the doyen of Canadian crime reporters and a social
commentator beloved for her uncompromising sense of right and wrong. In Helpless she tells the full story for the first time - a story
that no part of the press or media in Canada has been prepared to tackle with the unflinching objectivity that Christie Blatchford
displays on every page. This is a book whose many revelations, never before reported, will shock and appall. But the last word should go
to the author: "This book is not about aboriginal land claims. The book is not about the wholesale removal of seven generations of
indigenous youngsters from their reserves and families - this was by dint of federal government policy - or the abuse dished out to many
of them at the residential schools into which they were arbitrarily placed or the devastating effects that haunt so many today. This book
is not about the dubious merits of the reserve system which may better serve those who wish to see native people fail than those who
want desperately for them to succeed. I do not in any way make light of these issues, and they are one way or another in the
background of everything that occurred in Caledonia. "What Helpless is about is the failure of government to govern and to protect all
its citizens equally." From the Hardcover edition.
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Dirty White
Down and Dirty
Lou's Dirty Dozen
The Slangman Guide to Dirty English
Dirty White Boy
A Report on NSA, America's Most Secret Agency

Death is what life is all about! It's hot in the jungle. And with the Rat Bastards, what's hot
becomes sheer hell. Prison can slow them down. Women can make them happy. But it's killing that
keeps them going. In the jungle, every shadow, every noise can mean friend-or foe. They shoot
first and ask questions never. For them, the war is always just beginning ... Originally
published under the pen name John Mackie
If you ever read "Rich dad poor dad" and "Think and Grow Rich" you would love to read "Think Big
Grow Bigger." This book will help you to understand exactly your sequence of Actions that cause
results. You'll enjoy in changing the sequence to gain better results. You'll enjoy to add some
actions or delete that... you'll enjoy testing other sequences. The incredible fact is that
you'll have the chance to recognize and apply the sequence of wealthy people. The Stickies
Strategy (r) is really powerful!!! What happen If you need some help? The Author, Riccardo
Proetto, is here to help you with seminars, courses and coaching. He applied this theory for
himself. In 2009 he lost everything. Something like some million euros, house... car..
everything. The problem: Even if he has frequented courses and seminars for himself, that is
always a good thing, no one has explained to him how to avoid the same mistakes. He used a lot
of strategies, listened a lot of guru... but what his was looking for was not the cure. He
wanted the healing. He wanted to help people and himself to avoid mistakes, to accelerate the
learning process, to recognize the actions sequence of everything: wealthy style, healthy
style... The good news is that he found the solution and the funny thing is that everything is
based on personal meanings. The result: the system is always applicable. If you'll have the
opportunity to participate at one of his seminars you'll listen with your ears and you'll see
with your eyes how is his story. Inside Of This Book You'll Discover The Results To These
Shocking Tests: 80% of modern millionaires were able to get there on annual incomes of $55,000
or less. Even meager savings eventually add up to thousands or millions of dollars.... (this one
is almost dumb, cause it's SO easy) (Page 9) Net Worth Formula Simplified The rich have a net
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worth often double or triple the amount. The average American has less than half. The goal is to
double your net worth. (Page 9) Sense of Spending The truly rich hold off gratification, knowing
that what is trendy, popular or a must have today may not last until tomorrow. (Page 11) How
interest affects your debt Pay more than the minimum on loans. The more you pay now, the less
you pay later.(Page 13) Today millionaires spend more time selecting what to buy than buying the
product itself. They look for the best bargain before laying their money down. (Page 15) THE
STICKIES STRATEGY (r) ... I've seen during these years that our personal meaning of things is
the real engine that let us go forward or backward. So I've developed the Stickies Strategy. You
can find your exact sequence of actions through the "meanings" and improve or change that
one...(Page 54) ...extra Steps: How to Use Your Passion to Succeed Over time, we often forget
the passions of our childhood or even the ones we discover as we age." Take a stroll down memory
lane and make a list. What would you do if you had all of the money you needed and didn't have
to worry about paying your bills?"
The Family Tree series began the summer of 2004 as an amusement for my grandchildren. An
intended short story grew to book size, then to book two and finally book three.
The first book ever written on the National Security Agency from the New York Times bestselling
author of Body of Secrets and The Shadow Factory. In this groundbreaking, award-winning book,
James Bamford traces the NSA’s origins, details its inner workings, and explores its far-flung
operations. He describes the city of fifty thousand people and nearly twenty buildings that is
the Fort Meade headquarters of the NSA—where there are close to a dozen underground acres of
computers, where a significant part of the world’s communications are monitored, and where
reports from a number of super-sophisticated satellite eavesdropping systems are analyzed. He
also gives a detailed account of NSA’s complex network of listening posts—both in the United
States and throughout much of the rest of the world. When a Soviet general picks up his car
telephone to call headquarters, when a New York businessman wires his branch in London, when a
Chinese trade official makes an overseas call, when the British Admiralty urgently wants to know
the plans and movements of Argentina’s fleet in the South Atlantic—all of these messages become
NSA targets. James Bamford’s illuminating book reveals how NSA’s mission of Signals Intelligence
(SIGINT) has made the human espionage agent almost a romantic figure of the past. Winner Best
Investigative Book of the Year Award from Investigative Reporters & Editors “The Puzzle Palace
has the feel of an artifact, the darkly revealing kind. Though published during the Reagan
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years, the book is coolly subversive and powerfully prescient.”—The New Yorker “Mr. Bamford has
emerged with everything except the combination to the director’s safe.”—The New York Times Book
Review
How to Clean up Your Thoughts with the Adapt2 Principle
The Education of a Gambler
Dirty Rich Obsession
How to Leverage Bold Ideas and Leave Small Thinking Behind
Dirty Sweet
In recent years, Americans have become thoroughly disenchanted with political campaigns, especially with ads
and speeches that bombard them with sensational images while avoiding significant issues. Now campaign
analyst Kathleen Hall Jamieson provides an eye-opening look at the tactics used by political advertisers. Photos
and line drawings.
"These are big ideas, but Schmitt carefully breaks down his approach to create simple tools that can be adapted
and applied within any company. This book provides step-by-step instructions for sourcing innovative ideas,
evaluating them, turning them into strategy, and executing them. What's more, you'll find the guidance you need
to lead and establish organizational structures that will sustain long-term "big thinking" within your
company."--BOOK JACKET.
Army veteran and mechanic Sully Dolan spent decades avoiding a serious relationship. After how he’d been
raised, he never understood why people bothered with love. Sex, sleep and food were all he needed. Then he
meets Detective Jane Cooper. Sully was supposed to be a one-night-stand. From the moment Jane gripped his
hair and fell naked onto his bed, she’d told herself as much. Only one night turned into two, then three… Jane
wants to be with Sully, but because of a dark secret that could destroy her if discovered, she brings their
relationship to a screeching halt. After Sully’s best friend is found unconscious on the side of a road, with a dead
man next to him, Jane is thrust back into his life as lead detective for the investigation. Although bitter she ended
things between them, Sully still misses her. But after too many rejections, how could he trust that she won’t
stomp on his heart again? As they try to work through their differences, the past comes back to haunt Jane. Not
only could her secrets be revealed and once again tear her and Sully apart, if she isn’t careful…she could lose
her life. *This book was originally titled SULLY
The bestselling author of "Less Is More" reveals how great companies blend the ambitions of a giant with the
humility and focus of a start-up.
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A Novel
Dirty Politics
Summary: Think Big Act Small
From the U.S. Government Printing Office
Think Big, Act Small
Dirty Red
His guiltiest pleasure She’s wild, wicked…and pure, sexy trouble It takes a nanosecond for Lizzie Marchande to see that Ford Lassiter worships rules and
order. Yet behind his leonine eyes this gorgeous but tightly wound man is hiding something much deeper than lust. He’s hiding a deliciously raw, hungry
need to take control while Lizzie relinquishes hers. But for this wild, fierce woman there’ll be no holding back his heart…no matter the cost. “Dare is
Harlequin’s hottest line yet. Every book should come with a free fan. I dare you to try them!” —Tiffany Reisz, international bestselling author
From the "queen of urban fiction" (Publishers Weekly), Vicki Stringer, comes a scorching tale of love, lies, loss, and the indomitable spirit of a woman
scorned. Mischievous and manipulative, eighteen-year-old Red is an expert at deception with a provocative femininity. She employs her dirty ways - even
faking a pregnancy with her boyfriend - to win a closet full of Gucci bags, a deluxe condominium full of baby accessories, a new car, and a book deal. But
when one of Red's scams backfires and she winds up truly pregnant by her inmate ex-boyfriend, Bacon, she finds herself in more trouble than she's ever
known. The drama truly unravels when Red's picture-perfect cons fall apart due to the power of - surprisingly - love.
The only thing more embarrassing than being called a dirty word is not knowing what it means! This humorous guide will teach you the most commonly
used obscenities, insults, and curses used in the English language. The Slangman Guide to DIRTY ENGLISH offers you over 1,200 popular words and
expressions, followed by a clear definition, plus two example sentences used in context. In some cases, you will find a Learn More section directly below the
example sentences. This section offers helpful details on pronunciation, synonyms, variations, and special information on how to sound like an American.
Welcome to the year 2025. Following a lengthy approval process seemingly driven more by politics than science, the nation's inventory of high-level
radioactive waste is finally stored in underground passageways dug into the guts of Yucca Mountain, Nevada. Two years later, the unexpected and
unthinkable happens a violent volcanic eruption blasts its way through the mountain. Because Yucca is saturated with the percolating abundant rainfall
brought about by climate change, explosive steam bursts add to an already destructive eruption as two-thousand-degree magma mixes with water.
Radioactive waste is erupted along with volcanic ash, creating the ultimate dirty bomb. The deadly mixture is blown downwind where it settles out over Las
Vegas and Lake Mead. The city must be evacuated and the lake drained, displacing and disrupting the lives of millions of people for long into the future.
Yucca Mountain Dirty Bomb invites the reader to live vicariously through a scenario that experts consider unlikely, as measured by carefully calculated
probability (popularly called "the odds") the very mathematical construct that sustains the gambling mecca of Las Vegas. Nonetheless, unlikely events can
and do occur, and in this novel "the house" loses!
With Three Illustrations
Big Think Strategy
The Puzzle Palace
Dangerous Expressions Americans Use Every Day
How America's Best Performing Companies Keep the Start-up Spirit Alive
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The Dirty Red Series

This volume of Contemporary Authors(R) New Revision Series brings you up-to-date information on
approximately 250 writers. Editors have scoured dozens of leading journals, magazines,
newspapers and online sources in search of the latest news and criticism. Writers appearing in
this volume include: Alfred Bester Nora Ephron R. Buckminster Fuller Anne Rice Elmore Leonard
In the years after graduating from Boston University, six Latina friends from widely varied
backgrounds meet every six months to dine, share the stories of their everyday lives, and offer
advice to one another.
When the luscious Lucille spurns his advances, beer-sodden, indigent Otis Easley decides to try
to raise his status. As a self-styled Independent Communist Marxist he contests a federal
election in Fredericton, aided by his drinking buddy, Cat Martin, and a six hundred dollars
campaign fund. But the road ahead of him is difficult. The competition is entrenched and mean.
The electorate had never seen a Communist, real or fancied. Otis must put together a dynamic
team, solve thorny financial problems, forge new alliances and grab headlines to fight the good
fight. He must also avoid assassination by Mad Hattie's father and, above all else, he must stay
out of jail. Dirty Politics contains scenes of violence, coarse language, nudity, sexual
conduct, parachute jumping and other good stuff. Viewer digestion is advised. "Ken Langdon is
the poor man's Oscar Wilde."-Rich Man "Never has a wit seemed wittier"-Inmate, National Hospital
for the Cognitive Disadvantaged
Tradition says there are three ways to grow a company’s profits: Fire up the sales team with
empty promises, cut costs and downsize, or cook the books. But what if there’s a better way—a
way that nine amazingly profitable and well-run companies are already embracing? Jason Jennings
and his research team screened more than 100,000 American companies to find nine that rarely end
up on magazine covers, yet have increased revenues and profits by ten percent or more for ten
consecutive years. Then they interviewed the leaders, workers, and customers of these quiet
superstars to find the secrets of their astoundingly consistent and profitable growth. What they
have in common is a culture—a community—based on a shockingly simple precept: Think big, but act
small. It works for retailers like PETCO, Cabela’s, and O’Reilly Automotive, manufacturers like
Medline Industries, service companies like Sonic Drive-In, private educational companies like
Strayer, industrial giants like Koch Enterprises, and software companies like SAS. These
companies think big ideas about solving customers’ problems, making better products, and
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creating value. And yet they never stop acting like start-ups—staying humble, treating every
employee like the owner, and teaching managers to get their hands dirty. Jennings and his
researchers have updated this book with new stories and insights about why these companies
continue to thrive—through the economic downturn—and have now increased revenues and profits for
fifteen consecutive years. Any company, no matter the size or industry, can benefit from following their examples.
Think Big, Think Dirty
Fear of Fear
Innovation's Dirty Little Secret
Dirty Work
Contemporary Authors New Revision
Playing Dirty

From the "queen of urban fiction" (Publishers Weekly), Vickie Stringer, come three scorching tales of love, lies, and
loss. Dirty Red Mischievous and manipulative, eighteen-year-old Red is an expert at deception with a provocative
femininity. She employs her dirty ways—even faking a pregnancy with her boyfriend—to win a closet full of Gucci
bags, a deluxe condominium full of baby accessories, a new car, and a book deal. But when one of Red's scams
backfires and she winds up truly pregnant by her inmate ex-boyfriend, Bacon, she finds herself in more trouble than
she's ever known. The drama truly unravels when Red's picture-perfect cons fall apart due to the power
of—surprisingly—love. Still Dirty In Still Dirty, Red is again caught in a web of murder, theft, and deceit. We find her
and her boyfriend Q running for a plane to Mexico after a violent fight with her ex-boyfriend Bacon, a released convict.
Bacon is on their heels and determined not to let Red get away alive. Will Q come to her rescue once again? Or will he
tire of cleaning up after Red's dirty deeds? Dirtier Than Ever Bacon returns from prison and suddenly Q is left for
dead. With Q out of the picture, Bacon now has Red to himself. His sights are set on being the top hustler with Red by
his side. He believes Red has finally changed when she reveals the truth about her past. But all comes to a head when
the snooping detective, Thomas, suspects Red’s involvement in Q’s getting shot and the murder of Zeke, Q’s best
friend. With two murders, a tumultuous love affair, and money on her mind, Red must make a decision . . . does she
turn over a new leaf or revisit her dirty ways of old?
Most books on innovation make it sound as if successful innovation is the end result of a carefully followed recipe. But
the simple fact is that when it comes to any new venture, failure is the surest horse to bet on. Respected pastor and
author, Larry Osborne, explains how understanding this
dirty little secret behind innovation can bring both stability
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and creativity to organizations, especially those with teams of people that focus on innovation, creativity, new ideas,
and problem-solving. Using the wisdom and principles found in this book, you will be free to lead dynamically without
causing uncertainty or insecurity in your organization. In Innovation’s Dirty Little Secret, you’ll learn: How to foster
innovation’s most powerful igniters and accelerators while avoiding the most common killers of innovation How to
recognize and break through ceilings of complexity and competency The six pitfalls of growth and what you can do to
avoid them The three questions every leader needs to ask before launching any new endeavor
On a busy street on a Monday morning, a man behind the wheel of an SUV is shot in the head, and his killer drives off
before the light changes. But what appears to be road rage or a random act of violence is actually an opportunity for
everyone--everyone, that is, but the victim.
Think Big, Think DirtyThink Big Think DirtyThink Big, Act SmallHow America's Best Performing Companies Keep the
Start-up Spirit AlivePenguin
A Survey of Terrorist Operations and Controls in Open Societies
Think Big, Act Bigger
Review and Analysis of Jennings' Book
Thinking Big
Antiterrorist Initiatives
A Dirty Game
Do you have a dirty mind? No, not that kind of mind-but a mind that allows negative thinking to steal your happiness. If so, then it
is time to clean the filth between your ears and make room for a mindset that empowers you to live your perfect purpose and
become who God intended for you to be. The Dirty-Minded Christian introduces a simple transformative principle to help you
ADAPT2 lifes daily challenges and equip yourself for success. You cant always control what happens in the world around you; but
there is one thing that only you can control-how you interpret your thoughts and respond to lifes events, no matter how trivial. The
key is the ADAPT2 Principle and authors Kirk and Linda Thomas will help you take advantage of their real-life scenarios, some
humorous insights and the gift of grace to trust in God to guide you. The ADAPT2 Principle will help you: Access your optimal AAttitude to guide the way you experience your surroundings. Dig deep inside for the D-Discipline required to push yourself toward
your goals. Take the A-Action necessary to put your plans into motion. Understand that most things that require P-Patience are
worth the wait. Realize that everything, including your mind, requires constant T-Training and education. T-Trust in God in all you
do, all the time. The ADAPT2 Principle will help, regardless of your background. So, if you have a dirty mind, dont worry about it;
youre human! Youre not alone, and with these techniques, concepts and strategies, things will begin to improve. You will shift from
stressing about what you are going to do, to confidently asking yourself; how can I ADAPT2 this? The ADAPT2 Principle.Because
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Happiness Requires a Clean Mind
HE'S A MAN OF CONTROL. SHE'S THE WOMAN ABOUT TO TAKE IT. Reid Maxwell is one of the top corporate attorneys and
one of the most eligible bachelors in New York City. He likes his wins big, his women beautiful and in bed, not out, and most
importantly the deep burn of his past buried. Until one woman, a most unexpected woman, challenges him in ways that might just
destroy the invincible Mr. Maxwell. Carrie West is captive to Reid Maxwell and a debt between their families she doesn't know
exists. It should be so simple for Reid Maxwell. Claim the company that is now his. The problem: he's now obsessed with Carrie,
the daughter of the man he's destined to destroy. Now who's captive to who?
Billy Conlon is a 17 year-old basketball playground wizard from Manhattan’s Lower East Side. His good looks and basketball abilty
were destined to take him far but he never expected what was going to happen to him in the Summer of 1975 when he became
the luckiest kid in the city. What he didn’t expect, however, was the high price he would have to pay for that luck. Dirty White Boy
is a cautionary tale that money and fame aren't always as grand as what the average person thinks they are. Billy soon learns that
family and friends are priceless and material things are not the most important possessions in life.
Designed for courses taught at the introductory level in Canadian universities and colleges, this new anthology provides a rich
selection of literary texts. In each genre the anthology includes a vibrant mix of classic and contemporary works. Each work is
accompanied by an author biography and by explanatory notes, and each genre is prefaced by a substantial introduction.
Pedagogically current and uncommon in its breadth of representation, The Broadview Introduction to Literature invites students
into the world of literary study in a truly distinctive way.
Helpless
Books and Bookmen
Think Big Grow Bigger
The Rewards of Being Relentless
Caledonia's Nightmare of Fear and Anarchy, and How the Law Failed All of Us
Dirty Red, Still Dirty, and Dirtier Than Ever
Terrorism, continuing unabated in the contemporary world, is having a serious impact on the lives of people and nations.
Once, only govern ments and ruling classes possessed the power to coerce large segments of the world's peoples. Today,
a handful of thugs, covered and concealed by a collection of terrorist organizations, are disturbing people every where by
perpetrating dramatic criminal acts-bombings, kidnappings, assassinations, etc.-on an almost daily basis, in places
specifically cho sen for their vulnerability: a railroad train, a pub, a beachfront apartment, a bus, a restaurant.
Furthermore, a few of the world's most notorious terrorist groups are associated in a loose coalition, which has left
around the earth a trail of violent crimes against humanity of the most heinous type. Among these outrages are random
murder, including the killing of innocents, and barricade and hostage situations involving the elderly and young children.
Many of the victims of these terrorists are randomly selected for the sole purpose of obtaining maximum shock action
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calculated to attract widespread exposure via the communications media. A dramatic example is the assassination of Lord
Louis Mountbatten, one of the most distinguished soldier-statesmen of the century, by terrorists of the Pro visional Wing
of the Irish Republican Army (LR.A.).
The must-read summary of Jason Jennings' book: "Think Big Act Small: How America's Best Performing Companies Keep
the Start-up Spirit Alive". This complete summary of the ideas from Jason Jennings' book "Think Big Act Small" reveals the
results of a study that was carried out in order to identify the organisations that were growing revenue and profits by
10% for at least ten years. Based on these results, Jason Jennings has compiled this guide for what an organisation needs
to do to prosper over the long term - think big, but act small. This summary explains how companies can do this by
coming up with big ideas that solve their customers' problems or making better products, but they should never stop
acting like a start-up. Added-value of this summary: • Save time • Understand key concepts • Expand your business
knowledge To learn more, read "Think Big Act Small" and discover the most important way to keep your company
growing.
When his son is caught trafficking cocaine, a successful financial advisor swears to take down the Colombian drug lords
who sold it to himWalter Farr has done well for himself. One of the top investment counselors in New York, he has earned
a fortune and amassed everything he could ever want, except a close relationship with his son, Howard. When the boy’s
mother died, Walter did what he could for their child, but each year Howard pulled further and further away. Even so,
Walter never expected something like this. Howard has been arrested for importing cocaine. The charge is not
trivial—Howard’s crime could put him away for life—and to get him out of it Walter will do the unthinkable. He’ll join the
FBI to go after the dangerous Colombians who sold Howard the drugs in the first place. It’s a gamble that could prove
fatal, but Walter Farr will never fail his son again. This ebook features an illustrated biography of Brian Freemantle
including rare photos from the author’s personal collection.
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